NSDL-On-a-Toolbar

Unwrap fast access to the National Science Digital Library (NSDL) by adding the NSDL Toolbar to your browser

The free NSDL toolbar is a convenient way to keep access to NSDL handy while browsing the Internet with Mozilla Firefox and Microsoft Internet Explorer. And it’s easy to use. The toolbar puts an NSDL search box into your browser making it easier than ever to find high quality online educational resources. Search for individual NSDL resources or browse entire collections with ease. NSDL audience and subject-specific Pathways web sites are also accessible through the toolbar.

For example, while browsing topical online information you might run across a resource about wind patterns and want additional information on an aspect of the topic right away. Without leaving the page you type “Wind” into the NSDL Toolbar search box at the top of your browser window. Science resources about wind are returned in just one click. Try it for yourself by downloading the NSDL toolbar at http://nsdl.org/toolbar.

In addition, if you find something on the web that you would like to learn more about with the toolbar installed, highlight a key word in the text, right-click on your mouse, and select “Search on NSDL.org” to have NSDL resources returned about your topic.

If you have questions or suggestions for improving the toolbar, please use the “Talk to Us!” button to keep in touch with NSDL.